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Finding an imposter instead of her uncle means AnneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s quest must continue, and Dan is

determined to protect her from the swindlers now trailing her. But though heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s good at

keeping her safe, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s certain heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll never be able to convince Anne to be his wife.

Her sights are set on finding her uncle and returning to England. Unaware that she is nearby, her

uncle becomes the target of an assassin and is helped by an unlikely friend. As Anne's quest

becomes even more difficultÃ¢â‚¬â€•and dangerousÃ¢â‚¬â€•she finds her feelings for Dan

changing. Will she soon be envisioning a new life in America?
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This continuation story is not something that one reads and absolutely can't wait to read the next

book ... but it is certainly enjoyable reading and makes for a book that one looks forward to reading.I

was looking forward to the publishing of this book and where there were some parts of the book that

I didn't find particularly realistic ... but overall it did not diminish my enjoyment of this series. I like

both Lady Anne and Dan ... I have to admit I find her a bit single minded over finding her uncle but

then again if he is the only living relative that she thinks would be the right one to take over as the



Earl in England ... I guess I can see it and one has to realize this was England in the mid-1800's ...

not the United States 21st century!Lady Anne is a pretty stong woman who knows her own mind in

some ways for the mid-1800's ... but in other's she is definitely a woman of the mid-1800's. Where

my grandmother was born a few years later (not much) I can actually see her in this more

independent young lady ahead of her time in some ways ... so when I read of others like her ... it so

often brings her to mind. Hard for me to believe it was only back that little bit as far as generations

go in my lifetime ... but it often adds to my enjoyment of many books.Daniel seemed so much more

of the strong silent type until you needed him to be the one that had to speak up and then he wasn't

afraid to do so. He was a kind man in love with a young woman that he felt was above him and one

that he didn't feel that loved him and he was so in love with her. I felt bad for him through most of

the first book of this series and parts of this book as well .. this was a part of the book that I felt

could have had more depth ... but I understand the main plot was around Lady Anne finding her

Uncle David and what went on during that... however, I feel that if there had been a bit more

emotion with regard to Anne and Daniel it might have enhance this particular book a bit more in my

opinion.I am not going to go into the plot of this book as I don't like to give away the storyline of the

books ... but the general gest or feel of the book is what I often refer to when I do a review so that

the reader can actually read the book. So I will leave this just stating this is a good book but not

excellent however, I am fairly sure I will read the third and final book in this series just to complete

this series as it was enjoyable just not one of my very favorites.

Lady Anne Stone has maintained the quest to find her missing uncle, unknowingly an heir to a

British fortune, for many months,when it appears that she may have found him. Accompanied by a

good friend, Daniel Adams, she leaves the relative security of newfound friends and pursues the

first tangible lead she has had regarding David Stone's whereabouts. But something feels off. This

"David" and his "lady friend" say and do things that don't add up to the truth. When it is discovered

the imposter is indeed occupying David Stone's property, Daniel and Anne embark on an

adventuresome journey to locate the real David Stone, now presumably mining on his high

mountain claim.It seems that others are also determined to find the new Earl of Stoneford or at least

to take advantage of his yet unrevealed riches. At times Anne and Daniel stand directly in their way,

but Daniel's quiet resolve and quick-thinking skills at problem solving, catch Anne's undivided

attention, or at least Daniel's heart can only hope that it does. How can a beautiful, finely bred

English woman and a handsome, honest, kind American farmer ever manage a future together? It's

all part of the quest to find David Stone.



So much fun watching these ladies adjust to the real world. They're very brave & more courageous

than either would have believed. Really enjoyed reading the history from this time period as well.

Read all three books in the series & would recommend all of them.

This is the second book in the Prairie Dreams series. The first one is called The Lady's Maid and

the third is A Lady in the Making.This book picks up right where the last one left off. Anne is close to

finding her uncle. When she comes across someone calling themselves David Stone, she quickly

figures out that he's not telling the truth. There's a rumor that her uncle is checking out some mining

land, and she sets out to find him. She's come too far to quit now.Dan fell in love with Anne on the

wagon train, but she doesn't give him any hope. He figures if he accompanies her to find her uncle,

he'll have one more chance. When he finds out she's the daughter of an earl, he feels like his

chances are even slimmer.The threat to Anne's uncle is still impacting her journey. There's even

more players that want to prevent her from reaching him. The new ones aren't after him for the

same reason, but they're still delaying Anne's reunion with her uncle.While I enjoyed this book, I

wish there had been a little more depth to Anne's feelings as they changed toward Dan. I felt more

connected with Dan's character than with Anne's. There were a lot of typos in this version, but I

didn't have any problems reading the story. Since this book picks up where the last one left off, I

was glad that I'd already read The Lady's Maid. I'm not saying it's impossible to enjoy the series as

stand alone books or read them out of order, but the mystery surrounding the uncle is a continuous

thread and will continue into the next book.The third book, A Lady in the Making, seems to revolve

around Millie and David. Millie's not a very likable character for most of this book, but she seems to

honestly want to mend her ways toward the end, and I look forward to reading the next book.

This is the second book of this series and I enjoyed both of these books. She is a wonderful writer

and kept my interest throughout both books.

My husband and I both loved this book. We are drawn to spiritually uplifting books set back in the

pioneer days and this one fits the bill. Lady Anne's Quest is No.2 of the Prairie Dreams series. The

characters all grabbed me from the beginning and I loved following them through each of the books.

Each book left you saying "I can't wait to get the next book" and now we are looking for more books

by Susan Page Davis! This Prairie Dreams series will be passed to my girls and then to several

friends. That's about as high of a rating as you can give!!
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